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Windfarm construction  

A milestone is due in the coming weeks with the final concrete pour scheduled. This achievement will result in truck 
movements being again reduced around site. 

Did you want to have a closer look at the project – if so we are holding a open day this Sunday October 27, for 
further details head to www.stockyardhillwindfar.com.au/openday. 

With 82 towers now delivered to site we are well over halfway, however there are still plenty of over dimensional 
truck movements (blades, towers, generators and nacelles) to arrive on site.  The vehicle movements occur six 
mornings per week. These movements have been approved as part of the project’s Traffic Management Plan. 

The Stockyard Hill Wind Farm team aims to keep local disruption to a minimum and apologises if construction 
activities cause any inconvenience.  

To find out more information about the project, head into our shopfronts located in Beaufort and Skipton or to 
www.stockyardhillwindfarm.com.au or call 1800 753 730. 

Transmission Line  

Transmission Line works are now functionally complete, apart from some varied minor works and final 
checks.  Landing spans into the wind farm substations will commence next week and should take approximately two 
weeks to complete.    

Removal of access tracks is now well underway, with the focus for the next month being on reinstatement 
works and handover from various landowners. 
 
Haunted Gully Terminal Station 

500kV of electricity now comes through the terminal station, and the terminal station is now a live working 
environment.  The 500kV switchyard is now complete and final testing and commissioning is taking place, with 
the adjacent 132kV switchyard soon to be completed. 

Crews will supervise removal of the redundant 500kV towers following completion of the cutover of high voltage 
wires onto new lattice tower structures.   

For any queries regarding Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Transmission Line or the Terminal Station, please 
contact AusNet on phone - 1800 989 192 or email SHWF@ausnetservices.com.au   
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